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principle of English law is that in the case of a contract of
employment the master may be sued either in tort or for breach
of contract if he neglects his implied duty to take reasonable
care for the safety of the servant. If, therefore, the contract is
made in England for employment abroad and a breach of the
duty occurs abroad, the servant may invoke this part of the
rule without being driven to rely on the rule (ee) given below
which is confined to a tort committed in England.1
(ii) Where the contract is made by or through an agent trading or
residing in England on behalf of a principal trading or residing out
of England, provided that the defendant is neither domiciled nor
ordinarily resident in Scotland.2
This part of the Rule is applicable even though the agent
has no authority to effect a completed contract. Thus in
National Mortgage and Agency Co. of New Zealand v. Gosselin*
the London agent of a Belgian firm, who was employed merely
for the purpose of obtaining orders, sent the firm's price list to
the plaintiff. The plaintiff gave an order which was forwarded
by the agent and accepted through the post by the Belgian firm.
It was held that the contract had been made 'through* the agent,
for, though the final acceptance did not lie with him, he had
negotiated its terms.
(iii) Where the contract is by its terms or by implication to be governed
by English law, provided that the defendant is neither domiciled
nor ordinarily resident in Scotland.
This means that what is called the proper law of the contract4
must be English law,5
(iv) Where the action is in respect of a breach which has in fact been
committed6 in England of a contract wherever made^ even though
the English breach has been preceded by a breach abroad which
rendered impossible of performance that part of the contract which
ought to have been performed in England.7
The latter part of the Rule meets such a case as Johnson v.
Taylor* where Swedish sellers failed to ship goods which they
1 Matthews v. Kuwait Bechtel Corporation, [1959] 2 g.B. 57*
z TJie Metamorphosis* [1953] I W.L.R. 543.
3 (1922), 38 T.L.R. 832.	4 Infra, pp. 213 et seqq.
5	N« F. K&ik hoq Tong Handel' Maatsciapptj v. Fin/ay &f Co., [1927] A.C
604. Ocean Steamship Co. v. Queensland State Wheat Board, [1941] i K.B. 402,
6	Cuban Atlantic Sugar Sales Corporation v. Compama de Fapores Ban
Limitada, [1960] r Q.B. 187.
7	Oppenheitner v. Louis Rostntkal & Co., -</.-G,, [1937] I AH E.R. 23.
8	[1920] AXX 144.

